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Reimagining Beatrix Potter
 
2016 marked Beatrix Potter’s 150th birthday. To celebrate Potter’s 

milestone, we at Penguin published A Celebration of Beatrix Potter
—a book written and illustrated by more than thirty of today’s 
most esteemed illustrators.

 
The contributors included Judy Schachner, Wendell Minor, Betsy 

Lewin, Kelly Murphy, Tony DiTerlizzi, Jarrett 
Krosoczka, David Wiesner, Dan Santat, Peter 
Reynolds, Peggy Rathman, Paul Zelinsky, Chris 
Raschka, Pamela Zagarenski, Melissa Sweet, Laura Vaccaro 
Seeger, and many more.

 
This is the same assignment given them: reinterpret a Potter character. 

What would Peter Rabbit look like if you illustrated him? What 
about Tom Kitten? Or Jeremy Fisher? I want to see at least one 
Potter character doing something, somewhere. Choose one of her 
stories and the piece of text you will illustrate. For instance: THE 
TALE OF MR. TOD, “Mr.Tod fetched a large heavy pailful of 
water from the spring, and staggered with it through the 
kitchen into his bedroom.” Give this assignment some thought. 
What I don’t want to see is your best Beatrix Potter impersonation. 
Be you. What does a Potter world look like through your lense?

 
Attached are the specs. Follow them carefully. Your submission must be a 

JPG, at 300 DPI, at 100% (don’t blow it up or shrink it), at RGB. 
 * See size and formatting diagram below, on page 2.
 
You are to submit your final piece to Linda Shute, lshute@icloud.com by 

1/08/18. When submitting, replace “YourName” in the file with 
your first and last name. No spaces. No punctuation. For example, 
my piece would be: 

Patrick Collins_SCBWIMiami_Potter_Assignment.jpg  
In email, include the story title and the text your art illustrates, as above. 
Bring original art on paper or print-out of digital to the intensive. 

https://www.amazon.com/Celebration-Beatrix-Potter-childrens-illustrators/dp/0241249430


AUTHOR’S NAME

The author’s text will go here. The font I’m using is Caslon 
540, a derivation most closely resembling what Frederick 
Warne’s typesetters are believed to have used.

I’m also setting the book at type sizes set by European 
typographers around the sixteenth century (which lasted for 
400 years)—in other words, pre-computers. Type sizes came 
in limited sizes: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 21, 24, 36, 48, 
60, and 72. For our book, I’m using 18, 36, and 9.

Your text can be as long or as short as you like. I will adjust 
the placement as needed. You are free to write about why this 
character is your favorite, and/or how it influenced you, and/
or what Beatrix Potter means to you.
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If you provide a full bleed illustration,  
please follow the blue guides.

If you provide a spot illustration, 
follow the orange guides. 

Your spot does not have to be vertical. 
It can be square if that works  

better for you.
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